**Experiments and materials for the study of sound**

**Different sounds**

Make an exercise out of naming different sounds from experiments, if possible, such as crash (dish falls and breaks), thud (falling weight), clang (beating sheet of iron with hammer), clatter (falling tin cans), crackle (damp wood on fire), tick (clock), crunch (stepping on gravel), splash (stone falls into water), pop (toy gun), boom (drum), bang (door), patter (rain drops on pavement), tramp (feet), rustle (leaves), rattle (thunder, snake), rumble (far-off thunder; thunder rattles, crashes and rumbles) buzz (bee), tinkle (hitting spoon against drinking glass), neigh (horse), bleat (sheep), cackle or cluck (hen), low (cattle), chirp (bird), hiss (airplane), whistle, moan, etc.

Children will have fun imitating these sounds. Help them to find the exact definitions in dictionaries.